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in advance and pursuit, an unsurpassed power of getting the
best out of his officers and men, and a complete and chivalrous
loyalty to inferiors and superiors alike. Of all the galaxy of
great leaders who gained their fame on Indian fields. Lake's is
one of the outstanding and most attractive figures.
II. the nepal campaign and the overthrow of the
mahratta confederacy, 1807-1825
For some years after the sacrifice of Lord Wellesley's gains
at the behest of the East India Company's directors at -home,
Barlow and his successor, Lord Minto, were able to carry out
the policy laid down for them by their masters, to abstain from
conquest and ensure economy. But their period of rule was
not without trouble, both internal and external, and indeed it
must have early become clear to any thinking observer of
Indian affairs that England's sword would soon have to be
drawn from its scabbard once more.
No sooner had the army marched back to its peace stations
after the close of Lake's campaign against Holkar than it broke
out into serious disaffection. The native troops in garrison at
Vellore mutinied as a result of an injudicious change in their
uniform, which was construed by them into an attack on their
religion, and the movement was prevented from spreading only
by the vigorous and timely intervention of Gillespie and his
British dragoons from Arcot. Soon after the old question of
reduction of the field allowance caused a renewed attempt at
organised resistance among the commissioned ranks ; the affair
was not well handled by Minto, and sporadic outbreaks of
disorder occurred in various places before a satisfactory settle-
ment was arrived at.
Apart from these anxieties, the situation both within and
without the territory nominally subject to the British was heavy
with menace. The reduction of the Mahratta armies forced
upon the various chieftains of the confederacy by Lord
Wellesley had let loose upon Central India a host of lawless and
master-less men, who all their lives had subsisted by their
swords, and now devoted themselves to preying on their peaceful
neighbours. These men, formed into organised bands under
elected leaders and known as Pindaris, soon became the terror
of the countryside, and spread their ravages far and wide, burn-
ing, plundering, raping, destroying and creating a veritable reign
of terror throughout the wide regions subjected to their
depredations. Secretly or openly in league with these mis-
creants were the various Mahratta chieftains, afraid for the
present to tempt once more the fortune of open war against

